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7

Abstract8

Job analysis, planning employee needs, recruiting the appropriate people, wages and salary9

management are the important theme of human resource management. Human resource10

management also includes evaluating performance, resolving problems, and create11

communication with all employees at all levels. On the other hand, Machine learning is a data12

analytics technique that teaches computers to do what comes naturally to humans. So13

through these two sectors such as computation and business administration, in this paper on14

employee culling based on work assessment by which machine learning algorithm such as15

KNN, SVM, The Decision tree can give the best result (perfect employee). We also focus on16

the accuracy that algorithm is performing. We marked an employee through their experience,17

language skills, skills, graduation, etc. we create e model by which we can get input through18

the companies and give them a perfect result through their requirement assessment and19

machine learning algorithm.20

21

Index terms— machine learning, employee culling, human resource management, KNN. SVM.22

1 I. INTRODUCTION23

ccording to Human Resource Management, the process is culling employee, give them perfect training and24
development, appreciate their performance, maintain relationships, ensuring employee satisfaction, health and25
welfare management and maintain labor laws, etc. And now a day’s machine learning is gaining the perfect26
analysis and prediction through data and they have the automated tools which can analyze the profile of business27
user. Through the machine learning algorithm, we provide the best employee to a company. In the busiest era,28
it is timewasting matter to find the best employee from so many resumes and it is a challenging matter too.29
The HR department of any company has to put his valuable time to find an employee by a manual process if30
there is employee turnover in that company. So based on companies and online work requirement assessment, we31
have developed a model and through machine learning by which we can provide them the best employees from32
so many employees dataset, and thus the paper determines Employee culling based on online work assessment33
through the machine learning algorithm. Through our Process, we can find the best employee through the skill34
requirement of a client and company. The process will focus on the experience education, and the skills of an35
employee. This process can be a future human resource management application.36

2 II. RELATED WORK37

In this paper, we create a model but, it has previous literature, which is known as the ”Holy Grails” project38
to AMAZON. In which they put the information of the employee, and the algorithm will provide the best and39
talented one. But this company had some limitations in 2015. The company have realized their new system,40
which couldn’t rating their candidates in a gender neutral way in the software developer jobs. The reason is41
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7 D) PUBLICATION AND TRAINING

the computer model have analyzed patterns in resumes which is submitted over a 10 year period. And in that42
tech industry most of the employees are male. At ”Unilever” they select their employees through some process.43
They have to complete an application form. It is an easy process. They can apply through ”Linked In” profile.44
On the application we can type many functions through varies and region. After that, they have to play 1245
online analytical games. After completing the games they will receive personalized feedback. They have solve46
real-world problems through ”Unilever” scenarios. A digital interview will occur. Where a candidate needs a47
suitable internet connection.48

But ”Unilever” has some limitations too, they got shortlisted employees but didn’t get the perfect employee.49
?? Develop a recruitment strategy Mark an employee through his analytical skill 5.50

Go through the applications Put these marks in the algorithm 6.51
Conduct interviews and tests and conduct a final interview Get the employee according to the requirement52

3 III. Methodology53

Process 1: To find the best employee, we have to reduce the applicant’s list through some basic requirements of54
the client.55

Process 2: Remove those applicants who are not in the experience zone. Through these two processes, we can56
reduce our dataset. Then the recruiter will provide some questions or games, and the workers have to answer it57
or should use their analytical skills. This exam will provide marks (50%)58

The second stage is, the employee have to submit a video interview, where the assessor is not a human but a59
machine. The machine examines the candidates who has to answer questions for around 30 minutes. The natural60
language processing and body language analysis will determines who is fit for the job. This interview will provide61
the value of potentiality (50%) [4] ? We have to calculate the distance between test data and training data (each62
row). We will use the ”Euclidean distance” as our distance metric. ? We need to sort the distances in ascending63
order based on distance values ? We will get top k rows (from the sorted array) ? Get the most frequent class of64
these rows ? Return predicted class [11] [2] [3] Through this algorithm, we get Kth best employee list. Now the65
process of decision tree algorithm is given bellow. ? Pick the best attribute/feature. The best attribute is one66
that best splits or separates the data. ? Ask the relevant question.67

? Follow the answer path. ? Go to step 1 until we arrive at the answer ??12] According to the discussion,68
we can determine the summary of the methodology in such a process, which is defined as: The attributes of69
the DATASET 2 given in are-Experience, Cumulative Grade Point Average, Skill, Publication and Training and70
Language Proficiency. the explanation of all the attributes of Dataset 2 is bellowed.71

4 a) Experience72

According to the above-given scale, a fresher candidate gets the minimum score, which is -1 according to our73
range of values. A candidate with experience of more than eight years gets the maximum score, which is 1.74
Except for the score -0.75 for less than two years of experience, in case of all other intervals, the score changes75
with a step of 0.5.76

5 b) Cumulative Grade Point Average77

Scoring the CGPA is much simpler. As maximum CGPA possible is 4.00, we considered that to be one under78
our scoring range, which is the maximum. Any other CGPA in the scale of 4 is convert into the scale of 1.79

For instance, a candidate with CGPA 4.00 gets a maximum score of 1 added to his CGPA feature. If the80
CGPA was 3.5 then the score would be, Score = 3.5 / 4 = 0.875 So here, the CGPA 3.5 out of the scale of 4 has81
got converted to 0.875, which is out of 1.82

6 c) Skill83

We have set the scoring policy depending on the types of CVs that we have come across. Candidates that have84
mentioned more than three skills, we fixed it to score their skills feature to be maximum that means 1. But, those85
who have mentioned three or less, then there we considered the degree of their skills in those areas or subjects.86
Which is bellowed.87

7 d) Publication and Training88

In case of the features like training and publications, we have considered the number of training programs a89
particular candidate has attended and the number of publications they have made. We focused mostly on the90
numbers rather than anything else. For each of the publications that a candidate has made, 0.2 gets added to91
the publications feature. For example, someone with 4 publications get a score of 4 * 0.2 = 0.8. Just the same92
as that for each of the training programs attended, a candidate gets same score 0.2. A candidate with five pieces93
of trainings attended gets a score of 5 * 0.2 = 1.94
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8 e) Language Proficiency95

For the enumeration of the feature English language proficiency, we considered the IELTS score to be the most96
standard scale to measure with an IELTS score of 7 or more will be taken as the maximum value 1 for this97
feature. If it is less than 7, then the feature value gets curbed according to the scale of 1.98

For instance, if a candidate has an IELTS marks of seven then it adds 1 to the feature English Proficiency,99
where one is the maximum. If there is some other candidate that has a score of 6.5 then the score is, Score =100
6.5 / 7 =0.928; which is approximately one and the score is good.101

IV.102

9 Result Analysis103

According to DATASET 1, which is applied in KNN and decision tree algorithm, we get that Shuvashish [7 th104
employee from DATASET 1] is the perfect employee.105

According to the accuracy from DATASET 2, we can deduce that SVM and Decision Tree algorithms provide106
the best results. Although the Decision Tree gives a higher percentage than the SVM algorithm. But we would107
recommend SVM. The reason is, that a decision tree starts the process of building a tree from scratch every time108
the algorithm is calling but with a different root node and hence gives more volatile results as well as being more109
prone to over-fitting as the complexity of the dataset increases.110

10 V. CONCLUSION111

Human resources management has a vision that all the customers feel like a part of the community. Therefore a112
company will always be met with prepared and helpful employees. HR management considered their employees as113
important resources. On the contrary, today’s innovation and development is machine learning. This innovative114
subject is much more than we think, which can develop anything as human wants. So in this paper, for employees115
and companies betterment, we create an internal and external bonding between human resource management116
and machine learning through the objective of the HR manager and machine learning algorithm. 1

Figure 1:
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Figure 2: Figure 1 :Figure 2 :
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Figure 3:

1

Number of years of experience Score
No experience (fresher) -1
Experience < 2 -0.75
2 < experience <= 4 -0.5
4 < experience <= 6 0
6 < experience <= 8 0.5
Experience > 8 1

Figure 4: Table 1 :
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Good Very good Excellent
0.1 0.2 0.3
According to these criteria, suppose a
candidate has mentioned about three skills MS Word,
MS Excel, and PowerPoint. Consider the table below as
an example,

Table 2.1 [Skill]
Skill Good Very

good
Excellent

MS Word ?
MS Excel ?
PowerPoint ?
From the above skills and their degrees
mentioned by a certain candidate if we calculate the
score,
Score = MS word (Very good) + MS Excel
(Very Good) + PowerPoint (Excellent) = 0.2 + 0.2 +
0.3 = 0.7

Figure 5: Table 2 :

3

Decision Tree SVM Multi-Linear
85% 80% 72%

Figure 6: Table 3 :
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